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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We introduce and study the space of almost periodic ultradistri-

butions of Beurling type and characterize it in terms of classical Bohr almost

periodicity. To this aim we establish a structure theorem for the bounded ul-

tradistributions.

Application is made to the Dirichlet Problem for the half plane with almost

periodic untradistributional boundary values.

Introduction

First we introduce the spaces of functions and ultradistributions that are

called to play a basic role in our considerations. The notations and definitions

are to be found in [4, 7].

Let {Mp), p £ No = N U {0}, be a sequence of positive numbers with the

properties:

(M.l) logarithmic convexity:

M2<Mp_xMp+x,        pe/V;

(M.2) stability under ultradifterential operators:

Mp < AHP min MqMp_q ,        p £ N0,

for some positive constants A and 77 ;

(M.3) strong non-quasi-analyticity:

oo

53 Mq.!¡Mq < ApMp/Mp+x,        pe/V,
q=p+\

for some positive constant A . An example of such a sequence is the Gervey

sequence Mp — p\d , d > 1 .

We define the associated function M on (0, oo) by

Mit) = suplog>0 M0tp/Mp
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For h > 0 and K c R a compact set, we denote

E{{Mp), K, h) = \feC*>{R);  \\f\\K<n =     sup     \fp\t)\/hpMp < 00} ,
I t€K, PeN0 J

D{{MP),K, h) = {tp£ E«Mp),K, h); supptp C K}.

Then E{{MP), K, h) and D{(MP), K, h) are Banach spaces under the norm

II * \\x,h • F°r a compact exhaustion iKn) ; n £ N, of R we define the following

spaces of ultradifferentiable functions of class (Mp), of Beurling type

proj      proj

E{MP) = <-<-E{{Mp) ,Kn,h),
n^oo   /¡_»o

D(717P) = ^£l^^L D((A/ ), ü: ( h) .

Then the strong dual D'iMp) is the space of (Beurling) ultradistributions of

class {Mp)  and E'iMp)  is the subspace of ultradistributions of class  iMp)
with compact support on R.

Further we denote

DL, = {/ e C°°{R) ;  ||/W||, = j*°° \f\t)\dt < 00, peA/o},

DL,((MP), A) = \f£ Dv ;   11/11, th = sup H/^H,/^^ < 00} ,

and
proj

DV(MP) = <-Dv{{Mp),h).
h^O

Then DLi((Mp),/z) is Banach space, D(MP) is dense in DL\{MP), and DLi(Mp)

is dense in DLi . The ultradistributions of class (A/p) that are in the strong dual

D'L, (Mp) are called bounded ultradistributions of class {Mp). Finally we recall

the following notations:

Q= \f£ C°iR); sup|/(0I <oo),
I teR )

Cap = {/€ Cft; /is (Bohr) almost periodic on R}.

Definition.   T e D'iMp) is called almost periodic, in short a.p., if T is bounded
and is the limit of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials in the space

D'viMp).
We recall that Schwartz [8] studied the class of the almost periodic distri-

butions. Petzsche [6] and more recently Taguchi [9] obtained representation

results for periodic ultradistributions.

In the present work we characterize the class of (Afp) almost periodic ul-

tradistributions in terms of classical periodicity in the sense of Bohr [3]. To

this purpose we give a "second structure theorem" for the bounded ultradistri-

butions of class {Mp), which completes the structure results of Pilipovic [7].

Application is made to the Dirichlet Problem on the right half plane with almost

periodic ultradistributional boundary values.

Main results

Let D = id/dt ; then, following Komatsu [4], an operator of the form P{D) =

Yff=oanDn is called ultradifferential operator of class {Mp) if there are positive
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constants L and C such that

(1) \an\<CLnMfx,        zze/Vo-

If the sequence {Mp) satisfies the condition (M.2) then the following are con-

tinuous linear mappings:

P{D) : E{MP) - E{MP)     and    P{D) : D{MP) - D{MP).

Lemma 1. Let P{D) be a ultradifferential operator of class {Mp); then P{D):

DLt {Mp) -* DL¡{MP) is a continuous linear mapping.

Proof. Let be / e DLi(Mp); then for every h > 0 we have

\\fi(p)h<\\fih,h-hpMp,        P£N0.

Using the inequalities ( 1 ) we obtain

\\(anD"fYp% < \a„\ \\fn+p]\\x < C\\f\\x,hL"hn+pMn+pMn-x

< AC\\f\\x,h(IILh)n(Hh)PMp,        n,p£No.

Thus if h is so small that HLh < 2~x, then

\\anD"f\\XtHh<AC-2-n\\f\\x,n,        n£N0.

Consequently, for every 0 < h < (2L)~X,

(2) ||F(F))/||1,A<2^C||/||1,A///.

As the constant AC is independent of / in a bounded subset of DLi (Mp), we

see that the convergence of the series Yln^=oanD"f is absolute in the sense of

Mackey. Finally the continuity of P(D) is a consequence of (2).   D

Let mp - Mp/Mp_x , p e N ; for / e R define

oo

P,{t) = \{(l+l2t2lm2p),        t£R.
p=\

As a consequence of condition (M.3) the operator

oo

P,(D) = Y[(l+l2D2/m2p)
p=\

is ultradifferential of class (Mp) (see [4, p. 60]). The next result establishes

the existence of a "convenient" parametrix for the ultradifferential equation

P/(D)E — S and is inspired by constructions in [2, 5].

Lemma 2. Let I and e be positive constants; then there exists two functions

X£~D(MP), suppx c (-e, e), and Y £D((Mp),[-e, e], H2l~x) suchthat

(3) P,(D)r + X = 6.

Proof. Define the function E¡ on R by

(4) ¿r/(/) /       Pj-i{sy«ds.
2n J_00

Since
oo

Pi{s) = Y[(l+l2s2/mj)> 1 + rV/m2,
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the function E¡ is bounded and continuous on R ; in particular, E¡ e D'(MP).

It is not difficult to see that E¡ e C°°(R). We also note that Pt(D)E, = ô.
Indeed, we have

Y[(l+l2D2/m¡)
p=\ I> '(s)eis'ds 2nd.

-k fc—»oo

On the other hand, the restriction of E¡ to R \ {0} can be extended analytically

to C \ {0} by
1 /. + 00

w-j^fpr^w'ds.
Since (Mp) is non-quasi-analytic, there exists a function ip£ e D(MP) such that

y/e(t) = 1 on (-e/2, e/2) and K - supp y/£ c (—8, e). As the real analytic

functions are ultradifferentiable (see [1] or [4]) and E(MP) is closed under the

pointwise multiplication, it follows that (1 - y/E)E¡ e E(MP). Applying the

operator P¡(D) to both sides of the equality E¡ — ip£E¡ + (1 - ip£)E¡, we obtain

P,(D)(¥£El) + P!(D)[(l-<p£)E,} = ô.

Denoting now Y = \p£E¡ and x = F/(D)[(1 - y/e)E¡], we obtain the required

equality (3).
Since E(Mp)  is closed under ultradifferential operators, x 6 E((MP).   In

order to finish the proof we only need to show that

ip£E¡£D((Mp),[-e,e],H2l-x).

To this purpose, for h > 0, p £ N0, and t e K, where K = [-e, e], we

estimate

<^(p\WÏp-q)(t)\\E^(t)lV*E,)W{t)
hpMn

q=0

_1_
In

hpMn

^(P\\v?-q)-E
q=0

q) hp-QM,M fp-q J-, h*M,
■Pfx(s)ds

l f+°° -,
<kwe\\K,h,2 eM^h~ïPfx(s)ds.

H J — oo

Since for Rez > 0 we have (see [4, p. 88]) eM^ < \UpZi(^ + z/mp)\, it

follows that

-2M(l\s\) S£R-Pfl(s) ~[{l + ilslmp
p=\

<e~

On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1a) in [6] there exists C > 0 so that

eM(t)-M(Hh)<c{\+f)-f t£R.

Consequently, for h = H2l~x we obtain

hpMB
< eM(\s\h-l)-M(l\s\) £lll      II f

-\M\K,H,2j_

-\\Ve\\ic,H/2'h /    eM^-^HhUt<const{h)\\w£\\K,hi7-
n Jo
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This yields T e D({MP, [-e, e], H2l~x).   D

We can give now the following characterizations of the bounded ultradistri-

butions of class {Mp).

Theorem 1. For T e D'(MP) the following statements are equivalent:

(i)  T£D'V(MP);
(ii) there exist two functions f, g e Cb and a positive constant I such that

T = P,(D)f + g;
(iii)  T * tp £ Cb, for every tp e T>(MP) ; moreover if B c T)(MP) is bounded

then the set {T * tp , tp e B} is uniformly bounded Cb ;
(iv) for every compact K c R there exists h > 0 such that T * tp e Q for

every tp e D((MP), K, h).

Proof, (ii) => (i) The functions / and g are in T>'LfMp) and by Lemma 1,

D'V(MP) is closed under ultradifferentials operators of class (Mf) ; hence the

required statement.

(i) =>■ (iii) Let be tp e T)(MP) and AT = sup tp ; we shall prove that T* tp is a

linear continuous functional on D(MP) endowed with the topology of LX(R).

We denote tp the function tp(f) — tp(-t). There are positive constants C and

h such that for every ip e D(MP) we have

\(T*tp, y/)\ = \(T, #* ^)| < C||0 *Wtti,* = C sup /+0° l(^y01 ¿f
p€A'o '-oo «PjWp

pe^oV- hPMp

Hence T * tp e Q and

<c,Prr&*M„s<CM,ilWll.
peNoJ-oo J-oo nPMp

(5) ||T*i»||oo = sup|(7'*Çi)(0l<C||ç>||1,A.
Z€Ä

Further, if 5 is a bounded subset of ~D(MP) then sup^gg llalli,k < +oo, for

every k > 0, so that (5) yields sup9eB\\T * tpWoo <+oo .

(iii) =^ (iv) Let Bx be the unit ball in LX(R) and B c D(MP) be bounded.

Then by (iii) we have |(T* tp, ip)\ = \(T, tp * ip)\ = \(T * y/, tp)\ < M for
every tp e Bx n D(A/P) and \p £ B (where the constant M is independent of

tp £ Bx n D(A/p) and ip £ B). Hence the set {T * 0 ; p e -8, n D(Afp)} is
bounded in D'(MP). Consequently, for every K c R compact, there is h > 0

so that

\(T * ip , \j/)\ < const(y/),     Vtp £ BxnT>(Mp),   ip £ D((MP), K, h).

Hence

\(T*y/,tp)\<const(ip)\\tp\\x,     Vtp£D(Mp), ip £ D((MP), K , h)

so that T * tp £ Cb for every ip e D((MP), K, h).
(iv) => (ii) Let e > 0, Ä' = [-e, e], h correspond to K by (iv), and T be

the parametrix given by Lemma 2 for / = H2h~x . Then (3) yields

(6) T=T*x + Pi(D)(T*T).

By the choice of /,  Y e D((MP), [-e, e], h) so that  T * T e Cb.   As also
T * x £ Cb , the representation (5) holds for / = T * T and g = T * x ■   □
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Remark. Theorem 1 is also true for the ultradistributions in the spaces D'¡j, (Mp),

as defined by Pilipovic in [7]; to this purpose we only have to replace the space

Cb by Lq , q — p/p - 1, and to adapt conveniently the proof. We recall that in

[7] the following weaker representation result for T e D'Z/(A/P) was obtained

under weaker assumptions on the sequence (Mp) : T = Yln°=o fn""1 m tne weak

topology of jyLP(Mp) where fn £ Lq, n £ N0, and a„ = \\f„\\g, n £ N0,
satisfy (1).

We can now give our main result.

Theorem 2. For TeDLi(A/p) the following statements are equivalent:

(i)  T is almost periodic;

(ii) there are two junction f, g e Cap and a positive constant I such that

T = P,(D)f+g;
(iii)  T * tp £ Cap for every tp e ~D{MP) ;
(iv) there exists h > 0 such that T * tp e Cap for every tp e D{{MP), K, h),

K compact.

Proof,   (ii) =» (i) We first note that

P,{D)[eat] = Pl{X)eat,        X,t£R.

As P¡{D) is continuous in D'V{MP), then P¡{D)T is a.p. whenever T is a.p.

On the other hand, every / e Cap defines an a.p. ultradistribution of class

{Mp). Indeed, / is a uniform limit of trigonometric polynomials and the

uniform convergence on R obviously implies the convergence in Df (Mp). All

these facts prove that under (ii) T is almost periodic.

(i) =>■ (iii) Let T be almost periodic; there exists a sequence of trigonometric

polynomials (Pf) converging to T in D'V(MP). A simple computation yields

that for every tp e D{MP), P„ * tp is also a trigonometric polynomial. It is

an easy matter to see that the set (rstp)sER is bounded in DL¡(MP), where

(xstp)(t) = tp(t-s). Then (P„ * tp)(s) = (P„, Tsij>) -»« (T, xs, ip) = (T * <p)(s)

and the convergence is uniform on R. Hence T * tp e Cap .

(iii) => (iv) Denote by DLi((Mp), h) the completion of DL¡(MP) in the

norm || • ||ljA ; since by [7] D'(MP) = \Jk_>QD'L¡((Mp), k) in the set theoretical

sense, there exists k > 0 such that T e D'Lf(Mp), k). Let h = kH~x (with
H given by (M.2)); we shall show that D((MP), K, h) c D0((MP), k), for

every K compact. To this purpose consider ip e D(MP) with ff™ y/(s)ds = 1

and ip£(t) = e~xy/(te~x) ; then for tp e D((MP), K, h), tp£ = tp * y/£ e D(MP) c

DLi(Afn) and \\tp£ - tp\\x k-► 0. Indeed, we have
e—»0

\9e-9\\i,k= sup
kPMnp€No K."Mp

i»+00      f + COi p+oo     /*-t-oo

= sup—— /       /      \tp(p\t + es)-<p(p\t)\ip{s)dtds
P€N0 KpMp J_x   J_00p€N0 *■   ivlp J-co   J — oo

\\0{P+X)\\X
<econst(zc). sup "

peN0 kpM„

< eAHMx const(zc) sup —-r—r^—— < econst(zc) • ||^||i „.
peN0    kpMp+x
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It is an easy matter to see now that xsip£ -*z xsip in the norm || • ||, _k , uniformly

for s £ R. Hence (T * tp£)(s) —>£ (T * tp)(s) uniformly on R. Since all the

functions T * tpE are a.p. it follows that also T * tp is a.p.

(iv) => (ii) We use the formula (6) as in the proof of Theorem 1 to obtain

the required result.   D

An application to the Dirichlet Problem for the half plane

Corduneanu studied in [3] the harmonic almost periodic functions. We shall

show the existence of a.p. solutions for the following Dirichlet Problem.

Proposition 1. Let T be an almost periodic ultradistribution; there exists a har-

monic function u(x, y) in the right half-plane such that

(i) for every x > 0, the function y -* u(x, y) is a.p.;

(ii) u{x,y)--^ T in D'{MP).

T = Pl{D)fx+f2, for some

x >0, y £R.

Then by Theorem 5.15 in [3] the functions u¡, i = 1, 2, are harmonic, con-

tinuous in the half plane x > 0, almost periodic for every x > 0 and so that

limx^oUi{x, y) = fi(y) uniformly with respect to y on the whole axis. In

particular,

(7) P,{D)ux{x, y) + u2{x,y)->T    inD'{Mp).
x—»0

We shall prove now that the function F{t) = 1/(1 +12), t e R, is in DLi {Mp).

Indeed from
F(t) = ±[(it+l)-x-(it-l)-x],        t£R,

we obtain for p e N

(8) F(p)(t) = {~l)2Pp\(it + l)-("+1) - (it - l)-(p+1)].

Recall that by condition (M.3) we have for every h > 0, Cn > 0 such that (see

[5, Lemma 2]) p! < CnhpMp , p e N. Hence by means of simple computations

(8) yields

IIF^H, <const(/z)/VMp,    p£NQ, h>0,

i.e., F £ DLAMP). It is now an easy matter to see that for x > 0 and y e R

the function / —► x/(x2 + (y - t)2) is in DLi (Mp). Consequently the function

(x, y) -» P,{Dy)ux{x, y) = i f°° fx{t)P,{Dy)
"  J— oo

is harmonic {P/{D) and A commute) in the right half plane and almost periodic

for x > 0 (the proof is similar to the case treated in [3, Theorem 5.15] but in the

present case the almost periodicity is no more uniform with respect to x > 0).

Finally, in virtue of (7), the function u{x, y) = Pi{Dv)ux{x, y) + uj{x, y) has

all the required properties.   D

Proof. By the structure Theorem 2 we may write

/ > 0 and /i, f2 £ Cap . Define for i =1,2

x 1     f+OC  r,  ^ Xdt

U'{X>y)~ñhmx> + {y'-t)2>

x2 + {y- ty
dt
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